Addalock – The Portable Door lock
Installation Instructions
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Installation steps as seen in the pictures above:
Steps 1 & 2: Before installing the Addalock test to see if it will fit. Insert the back of the nickel plated handle
stamped “TEST TO FIT” (image1) between your door and the frame where the lock is.
If it fits smoothly then you have the space to insert the Addalock. (Proceed to step 3)
Note: Do not force the door shut if there is no room.
Step 3:
Open door towards you and insert the claws of the Addalock into the strike of the door.
Step 4:
The Red Handle with the moving metal rod is what locks the door in place.
Step 5:
Once the claws of the Addalock’s nickel plated body are inserted into the strike of the door frame,
close the door. The nickel plated body is now locked in place.
Step 6:
Take the RED handle holding it by the top (widest part in image 4) and insert the moving
metal rod into the triangular hole of the body of the lock (seen in image 6) on the side between
the Addalock’s nickel plated body and the door handle. The RED handle will slide down till it
locks the door in place.
Note: Once you have completed the above steps the Addalock handle should be wedged
against the door. (See image 7) Your Addalock is now in place.
Remove:
To remove the Addalock lift the RED handle and remove the moving metal rod from
the triangular hole. The door can now be opened which will release the Addalock’s
body from the strike plate. Keep the Addalock close and handy so you can reuse it.
Hanging it by the door on a hook makes it easy to find the next time you need to use it.
Uses:

Fits most doors that are hinged and swing inwards. Use for additional safety and privacy.
Your home front door, other doors in your home, Cottages, Hotels, Motels, Hostels, Apartments,
University Dorms, Rented Rooms, Any Shared Accommodation. Keep one in your travel bag.

Made In China

